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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze two key claims offered by recruitment AI companies in 
relation to the development and deployment of AI-powered HR tools: (1) recruit-
ment AI can objectively assess candidates by removing gender and race from their 
systems, and (2) this removal of gender and race will make recruitment fairer, help 
customers attain their DEI goals, and lay the foundations for a truly meritocratic 
culture to thrive within an organization. We argue that these claims are misleading 
for four reasons: First, attempts to “strip” gender and race from AI systems often 
misunderstand what gender and race are, casting them as isolatable attributes rather 
than broader systems of power. Second, the attempted outsourcing of “diversity 
work” to AI-powered hiring tools may unintentionally entrench cultures of inequal-
ity and discrimination by failing to address the systemic problems within organi-
zations. Third, AI hiring tools’ supposedly neutral assessment of candidates’ traits 
belie the power relationship between the observer and the observed. Specifically, the 
racialized history of character analysis and its associated processes of classification 
and categorization play into longer histories of taxonomical sorting and reflect the 
current demands and desires of the job market, even when not explicitly conducted 
along the lines of gender and race. Fourth, recruitment AI tools help produce the 
“ideal candidate” that they supposedly identify through by constructing associations 
between words and people’s bodies. From these four conclusions outlined above, we 
offer three key recommendations to AI HR firms, their customers, and policy mak-
ers going forward.
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1 Introduction

In mid-April 2020, only months into the COVID-19 pandemic, a Gartner, Inc. poll 
of 334 HR leaders found that 86% of organizations were incorporating new vir-
tual technology into their hiring practices (Gartner, 2020). With lockdown restric-
tions set to persist, artificial intelligence (AI) uptake rapidly increasing across all 
domains, and recruitment practitioners dissatisfied with traditional methods, it is 
unsurprising that HireVue noted a 614% increase in their Japanese clients’ AI hiring 
activity  (HireVue n.d.). While HireVue no longer uses AI in its video hiring soft-
ware following an external audit, other companies are stepping in to fill its shoes, 
notably Retorio and myInterview, founded in 2018 and 2016 respectively. These AI-
powered human resources (HR) video tools claim to simultaneously streamline and 
debias recruitment. In doing so, they promise to solve two key challenges HR pro-
fessionals currently face: first, workload increases prompted by high volume recruit-
ment; and second, the pressure to fulfill corporate diversity, equality, and inclusion 
(DEI) goals. We specifically focus on Retorio and myInterview as two prominent AI 
video hiring tools, as well as HireVue, which now uses AI-powered keyword analy-
sis based on its retired video hiring AI.

In this paper, we question these companies’ claims that their products are able 
to debias the hiring process and in doing so diversify their clients’ workforces. We 
argue that anti-bias measures in recruitment AI technologies reveal a prevailing 
misunderstanding of what race and gender are and whether they can be defined as 
isolatable and removable attributes within hiring. By implying that their products 
are able to eradicate gender and race from the hiring process, recruitment AI com-
panies obscure how their tools operate within gendered and racialized relations of 
power. This evasion hinders attempts to solve issues of bias in hiring tools and poses 
significant risks to groups and communities who are already disproportionately at 
risk of experiencing negative effects from exposure to AI. We thus need a differ-
ent understanding of how recruitment AI figures within systems of race and gender 
through their construction of ideal candidate profiles and in their readings of candi-
dates’ voices and faces.

Despite increasing public awareness of AI recruitment tools and some attempts at 
regulation, AI hiring tools have received relatively little scrutiny in academic litera-
ture from the AI ethics community compared to other forms of AI development and 
deployment. This is surprising given the increasing prevalence of AI-powered hiring 
tools and the insights that they provide for thinking about the social and political 
impact of AI more broadly. While there are some exceptions (O’Neil, 2017; van den 
Broek et al. 2019; Fritts & Cabrera, 2021; Bankins, 2021; Yam & Skorburg, 2021; 
Ajunwa, 2021), the majority of these analyses are not grounded in the knowledge of 
marginalized groups and communities, for example, insights from gender and criti-
cal race theory  (for an exception see Tilmes 2022 on a disability justice approach 
to hiring AI). This is potentially why they largely fail to interrogate a number of 
crucial questions relating to the ethical use of hiring AI, including what constitutes a 
“functioning” hiring AI system, whether they live up to their claims to strategically 
remove bias from the hiring process, and how their use actually affects marginalized 
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people and communities.1 While we acknowledge that there are examples of the use 
of recruitment AI that have produced harmful outputs that disproportionately affect 
specific groups, such as the notorious case of Amazon’s sex-discriminatory hiring 
tool (Dastin, 2018), this paper does not focus on the potential discriminatory out-
comes that could arise from the widespread deployment of recruitment AI. We aim 
to move the debate beyond whether or not AI hiring tools are “good” or “bad.” We 
believe that the debate over whether or not these tools are intrinsically racist or sex-
ist, while important, may also inhibit our ability to meaningfully engage with how 
gender and race figure and are configured within these systems. Hence, we focus on 
how the producers of these technologies misunderstand how race and gender emerge 
and are shaped by the hiring process.

Through our analysis of recruitment AI, we contribute to a growing body of litera-
ture on AI ethics and algorithmic bias that foregrounds how AI shapes and is shaped 
by gender and race, as well as how gender and race are produced in the daily opera-
tions of AI systems (Weber & Bath, 2007; Strengers & Kennedy, 2020). Specifi-
cally, we enrich a growing body of feminist approaches to AI that examines how AI 
systems (re)produce gendered and racialized biases (Gumbus & Grodzinsky, 2004; 
Wellner & Rothman, 2020; Young et al., 2021; Heinrichs, 2021), while simultane-
ously challenging the term “bias,” calling for a greater focus on how power operates 
in the AI industry (Amoore, 2020; D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020; Kalluri, 2020). This 
means considering how, as Jason Edward Lewis notes, “The bias in these systems is 
not a bug but rather a feature of an interlocking set of knowledge systems designed 
over centuries to benefit white men first and foremost” (Lewis, 2021). Proponents 
of this shift from bias to power focus on how search engines are imbricated in sys-
tems of race and can therefore perpetuate racism (Noble, 2018); how AI is shaped 
by colonialism and the subsequent need for a decolonial approach to AI (Mohamed 
et al., 2020); how racial hierarchies shape the way that AI is illustrated and imagined 
(Cave & Dihal, 2020); and how AI perpetuates an unjust criminal justice system and 
dramatically expands carceral regimes into spheres of intimate and daily life (Fer-
guson, 2017; Wang, 2018; Benjamin, 2019a, 2019b; Schwerzmann, 2021). We push 
forward this body of scholarship by showing how the rapid growth of the field of 
recruitment AI fails to meaningfully reckon with what race and gender are and how 
they are embedded in recruitment AI systems, which holds serious implications for 
the anti-bias claims of these technologies.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We first provide an overview of the 
rapid uptake of AI-powered hiring tools by the HR industry. We then introduce 
our theoretical framework, before explaining our selection of AI recruitment 
firms and advertising materials. We finally report on the results and discuss the 
findings from our analysis, focusing on four key arguments. First, we argue that 
attempts made by recruitment AI companies to debias their products by stripping 
race and gender from their systems demonstrate a fundamental misunderstanding 
of what race and gender are. Second, we show how hiring AI companies’ claim to 

1 For exceptions, see O’Neil (2017) and Ajunwa (2021).
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resolve some of their clients’ diversity, equality, and inclusion (DEI) issues repre-
sents a technosolutionist approach to the problem of underrepresentation in cor-
porate contexts. Third, we explore the power relationship between the observer 
and the observed, examining how recruitment AI technologies reproduce histo-
ries of taxonomizing and classification. Fourth, we argue that rather than pro-
viding an objective reading of a candidate’s profile and data points, AI hiring 
technologies actively produce the “ideal candidate” they supposedly identify. We 
conclude with three recommendations as to how public and private stakeholders 
in the AI recruitment industry should grapple with issues of difference and dis-
crimination that arise from the use of AI-powered tools in recruitment.

2  Context

The field of hiring AI has become an increasingly significant area of AI develop-
ment and deployment. A study of HR professionals representing 500 mid-sized 
organizations from a range of industries in five different countries found that 24% 
of businesses have already implemented AI for recruitment purposes and 56% of 
hiring managers plan to adopt it in the next year (Sage, 2020). Many HR profes-
sionals emphasize the utility of AI for increasing the efficiency of volume recruit-
ment and workplace management (enablex 2021), to the extent that the practi-
tioner literature on AI-powered HR tools is often “overly optimistic and paints a 
picture that is almost too positive” (Albert, 2019). However, as public awareness 
of algorithmic bias has developed, AI-powered HR tools have been subject to 
greater public scrutiny. In 2018, Amazon announced that they were abandoning 
the development of an AI-powered recruitment engine because it identified prox-
ies for gender on candidates’ CVs and used them to discriminate against female 
applicants (Dastin, 2018). Meanwhile, a 2021 independent audit of Facebook’s 
job advertisement algorithm showed that it delivered different advertisements to 
male and female users based on the gendered distribution of women and men in 
these fields (Hao, 2021).

This heightened awareness of the use of AI tools in HR has produced some 
initial attempts at regulation. On January 1st 2020, Illinois’ Artificial Intelligence 
Video Interview Act came into effect, requiring companies that use AI to assess 
candidates’ “fitness” for a job position to outline what “general types of charac-
teristics” the AI is using to evaluate and select candidates (Heilweil, 2020). Cur-
rently, the draft European Union (EU) AI Act classes AI-powered hiring software 
and employee management systems as “high risk” (EUR-Lex, 2021). Under the 
draft regulations, high-risk systems must meet a large number of requirements to 
be deployed in the EU, and if they do not comply, the Member State concerned 
must restrict, prohibit, or recall the system (EUR-Lex, 2021). The classifica-
tion of HR systems as “high risk” is a promising acknowledgement of the pro-
found effects that AI-powered HR tools could and will have on employment and 
the workforce. However, exactly what these obligations entail has not yet been 
defined.
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3  Theoretical Framework

In this paper, we use gender studies and critical race theory to interrogate some of 
the claims made by recruitment AI companies about how their tools mitigate bias. 
We approach gender and race as dynamic and intersecting systems of power, rather 
than fixed or isolatable attributes of individual bodies. While we recognize that AI-
powered hiring tools will disproportionately affect a number of marginalized groups, 
we primarily focus on the entwined power relations of gender and race. We hope, 
though, that our analysis of these technologies will open up a larger discussion on 
recruitment AI and these tools’ relationship to social and political inequality.

Feminist and critical race scholarship have a long history of engaging produc-
tively with how “differences” emerge between groups and are sometimes named 
“race” and “gender,” questions of utmost relevance to recruitment AI’s attempts 
to debias the hiring process. We refer to the differentiation of people within social 
hierarchies by virtue of perceived racial and gender attributes as “racial and gen-
der difference” for the remainder of this paper. Feminist and anti-racist theory can 
help inform recruitment AI design and deployment through its persuasive critique 
of normative universal modes of representation, taxonomization, and classification. 
We take particular inspiration here from scholarship on how gender is produced, 
perceived, and performed, such as Judith Butler’s theory of performativity and its 
elaboration by new materialists in science and technology studies (STS). This find-
ing has been used by scholars to argue that AI is not observational but performative: 
it does not “identify” or “recognise” but merely effectuates an annotation or com-
mentary of the bodies that emerge through AI systems (Drage & Frabetti, forthcom-
ing). Drawing on Butler’s theory of “normative citationality”—how social norms 
(socially enforced rules or expectations) are repeatedly “cited”—and Karen Barad’s 
performative understanding of “how matter comes to matter” (both in the sense of 
how the material world is made meaningful and how it is made tangible), Drage 
and Frabetti demonstrate how AI is an observational apparatus whose production of 
gendered and racialized bodies always refers to and re-animates a previous source 
(forthcoming). This lineage of feminist scholarship allows us to interrogate how 
recruitment AI does not identify the attributes of job applicants, but rather plays an 
active role in influencing how these traits emerge and are made legible to employers.

Moreover, we work from the theoretical premise that the denial of difference 
functions as a mechanism of power. As bell hooks emphasizes, the utopian sugges-
tion that “we” are “all the same,” that “we are all just people” is invested in the 
perpetuation of the status quo (1992, 167). Paul Gilroy has suggested that politi-
cally useful claims to universal humanity have been made, pointing specifically 
to abolitionist texts. In these texts, ideas around human “universality” formed the 
basis of radical social change. However, they were intended to make racism visible 
rather than be used as a convenient excuse not to have to engage with how systems 
of racialization create differences between bodies (Gilroy, 2009, 8). Drawing from 
hooks and Gilroy’s insights, we examine how recruitment AI’s claims to debias the 
hiring process functions as a denial, rather than an actual erasure, of the material 
and structural differences faced by individual job candidates.
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We also draw on feminist and critical race theories of diversity to show how 
recruitment AIs can incorporate difference without bringing about necessary struc-
tural changes to the recruitment process, and in doing so reproduce an unjust status 
quo. Feminist and anti-racist scholars including Chandra Talpade Mohanty, M. Jac-
qui Alexander, Sara Ahmed, Rinaldo Walcott, and Pamela Newkirk have extensively 
critiqued how institutions leverage the concept of diversity in a way that supports 
corporate interests while simultaneously circumventing meaningful systemic change 
(Mohanty, 2003; Alexander, 2005; Ahmed, 2012; Newkirk, 2019). Rather than iden-
tifying and addressing structural problems, the rhetoric of diversity and unconscious 
bias can ultimately mask responsibility and circumvent accountability for racist and 
sexist harms. Through this work, we want to draw attention to how companies who 
develop hiring AI products use appeals to diversity as a way to market their products 
as both more efficient and more ethical than human recruiters.

4  Methodology

4.1  Choice of Materials

To understand how AI hiring companies approach questions of difference, diver-
sity, and discrimination, we examine marketing and promotional materials as well as 
statements made by company representatives regarding how their products mitigate 
bias in the hiring process. Despite not engaging with the technological functioning 
of these tools—the algorithms of which are largely proprietary—these materials are 
indicative of the companies’ approaches towards race and gender bias, which is the 
focus of our analysis. We are interested in how promotional materials expose the 
interplay between corporate DEI concerns, public hype around the capabilities of 
AI tools, an increasingly time- and resource-pressured recruitment landscape, and a 
lack of public and corporate knowledge around what race and gender are and how 
they emerge with and through both technology and recruitment more broadly.

In the context of film and video, production culture scholar John T. Caldwell 
views promotional materials as “deep texts” which communicate the symbolic 
meaning of the advertised product (2008, 133, 405). Scholars such as Ethan Tus-
sey have adopted Caldwell’s theories as part of qualitative and critical analyses of 
promotional materials in Big Tech, as Tussey has done in relation to Netflix services 
and other entertainment services available on portable devices (2020). In our study, 
an analysis of promotional materials offers a window into hiring AI companies’ per-
ception of the problem domain—namely the recruitment industry’s concerns and 
priorities—and how these problems relate to the appeal of their tools.

Marketing has always had an important function in the commercialization of AI. 
However, there are no existing studies of AI hiring tools’ promotional materials in 
relation to their claims to reduce bias in recruitment. Of the online marketing tools 
available to AI hiring companies, websites and white papers are the most popular. 
White papers, which have long been a B2B marketing staple (Futurity Media, 2020), 
should in principle offer authoritative and in-depth research on a subject without 
endorsing a particular product (The University of Arizona. n.d.). However, their 
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use by hiring AI tools is transparently product promotion, often through recourse to 
the language of science to substantiate their claims. We suggest that the combina-
tion of the simplification of complex technology, allusion to science, and product 
endorsement, when framed against the prevalent hype around AI in the recruitment 
landscape, can result in a miscommunication of a product’s capabilities and limi-
tations. While Sect. 3.3 of the ASA’s Misleading Advertising CAP code demands 
that marketing communications do not mislead the consumer by omitting material 
information (ASA, n.d., 16), this becomes challenging to regulate when, as stated 
above, little research has been conducted into how efficacious AI hiring systems are 
in making companies more diverse.

The amount of data in the chosen online promotional materials varied across the 
different recruitment AI companies. Some websites for these products were very 
well developed, with those of Retorio and HireVue comprising 599 and 579 pages 
respectively, and myInterview’s at 97 pages. Additionally, all sites and their adjacent 
blogs and white papers attempt in varying degrees to explain how machine learn-
ing is used to power their tools’ functionality (Retorio, n.d., “Why Retorio”; myIn-
terview, n.d., “myInterview intelligence”; HireVue, n.d., “Train, validate, retrain”). 
Retorio has 7 white papers available to download directly from their website, and 
HireVue and myInterview have one each, available via an email with a download 
link. These documents and webpages were scanned for the following keywords: 
“bias,” “diversity,” “race,” and “gender,” and the resulting materials formed the 
basis of this analysis. After focusing on webpages and materials that discuss bias, 
diversity, race, and/or gender, we conducted a critical discourse analysis on these 
texts to see how AI hiring companies were deploying these four key terms; how they 
engaged with the problem of bias and associated issues such as the use of proxies to 
discern a candidate’s protected characteristics; and how these companies propose 
their AI tools as a means to overcome these issues. From this discursive analysis, we 
identified four key claims, which we will discuss in detail below (Sects. 5.1 and 5.2).

4.2  Selection of Hiring Tools

We conducted an initial study of video AI tools that claimed to use the Big 5 psy-
chological assessment2 to reduce bias in the hiring process. From these tools, we 
found that myInterview, Retorio, and HireVue provide the most information about 
how to reduce bias through AI-powered video or transcription analysis that maps 
the Big 5 psychological assessment onto a candidate’s body or recorded responses. 
Video tools were chosen because the employment interview is one of the most com-
mon hiring practices (Roth & Huffcutt, 2013), and was greatly impacted by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore, facial recognition technology (FRT) and emo-
tion recognition technology (ERT), which play a central role in AI-powered video 

2 The “Big 5” traits are Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Intel-
lect. Although the Big 5 can be traced back to psycho-lexical approaches to personality that emerged in 
the latter half of the ninetennth century, contemporary iterations of the Big 5 model are often attributed 
to Lewis Goldberg (1990) and Paul Costa and Robert McCrae’s Five-Factor model (FFM) from 1992.
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hiring software, are among the more controversial forms of AI, with critics suggest-
ing that these tools have no meaningful scientific basis (Whittaker et al., 2018). This 
has led to heightened scrutiny of video-based AI recruitment tools, as evidenced 
by the passing of the 2020 Artificial Intelligence Video Interview Act in Illinois. 
Although, as stated above, HireVue no longer uses video software, we use HireVue 
as a case study due to its outsized presence in the field of recruitment: HireVue is 
the longest running company in the recruitment AI market and, until recently, was 
the most established video-based AI hiring tool. We also make reference to non-
video workforce management and recruitment AI that primarily market themselves 
as anti-bias tools, such as Censia, in order to support our analysis of dominant anti-
bias strategies in hiring AI.

Furthermore, HireVue, Retorio, and myInterview were chosen for the negative 
press they received debunking some of the claims they have made about their sys-
tems. For example, Bavarian Broadcasting in Munich found that Retorio’s video AI 
service’s perception of the applicant’s Big 5 personality can be altered by what the 
candidate is wearing (Fergus, 2021). Similarly, MIT Technology Review journalists 
found that taking myInterview’s tests in different languages changed the tool’s per-
ception of the applicant’s personality (Schellmann & Wall, 2021). HireVue, for their 
part, received media attention in response to the passing of the Illinois Act, and also 
for their choice to disband their video service (Heilweil, 2020).

While HireVue, Retorio, and myInterview are among the most prominent AI-
powered hiring tools, we also selected these tools because we believe that they are 
broadly emblematic of the approach that the field of AI hiring takes towards gen-
der, race, diversity, and bias. A scoping investigation of further video hiring tools, 
including those which featured on Tech Target’s 2020 list of the “Top Ten Video 
Interviewing Tools for a Virtual Hiring Toolkit,” suggests that the findings dis-
cussed in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2 are likely to hold relatively consistently across a variety 
of recruitment AI tools (Feffer, 2020). Of these ten tools, five claim that their tools 
actively minimize or reduce bias in the hiring process without providing evidence 
(Arya, Zappyhire, Harquen, ModernHire, VidCruiter). Furthermore, as we will 
discuss in Sect. 5.2.1, an additional company, Interviewer.ai, claims that its tool is 
“blind to gender, ethnicity and age” when scoring candidate videos (Interviewer.ai). 
Hence, this first in-depth study of three video hiring tools provides a solid founda-
tion for a further investigation of AI-powered HR software’s claims around gender, 
race, diversity, and bias.

5  Results and Discussion

5.1  Results

In our survey of the marketing materials offered by AI hiring firms, we identified 
four key claims made by AI hiring companies: (1) their tools remove bias from the 
hiring process, providing a more objective and neutral assessment of candidates; (2) 
AI-powered hiring will promote the recruitment of a more diverse workforce; (3) 
AI recruitment tools can identify a candidate’s internal characteristics from their 
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external appearance; and (4) this process of categorization and sorting allows AI 
recruitment tools to identify a company’s ideal candidate. We discuss these claims 
and their implications below.

5.2  Discussion

5.2.1  Removing Bias from the Hiring Process

One of the driving factors behind recruitment AI is its automation of purportedly 
“objective” forms of assessment. AI hiring firms aim to provide employers with a 
bias-free way of speedily processing vast numbers of applicants. The widespread 
uptake of AI-powered hiring technologies reflects the broader interest in AI tools as 
a means of addressing and rectifying implicit human biases (see Lin et al., 2021). 
For example, the AI hiring firm Retorio claims to provide “debiased models” that are 
“blind to age, gender, or skin color. We ensure that our models remove human biases 
and discrimination tendencies” (Retorio, n.d., “The Science Behind”). They further 
claim that the use of AI can help bypass the biases of human managers (Retorio, n.d. 
“White Paper,” 21): “AI highlights and recommends adding, removing, or replacing 
job board wording with neutral terms, or any wording that may lead to biased judg-
ments, like indicators of age, gender, or ethnicity” (Retorio, n.d. “White Paper,” 21). 
Companies like Retorio use Big 5 psychometric testing schema because they seek to 
avoid forms of assessment that draw on or deploy gendered or racialized concepts. 
This is grounded in the assumption that the Big 5 provides a neutral assessment of a 
candidate’s aptitude and suitability for a job. myInterview claims that by generating 
an AI-powered “Personality Summary” for each candidate and “showing where they 
fall on each of the Big 5 personality traits” (myInterview, n.d. “myInterview Intelli-
gence”), assessments can avoid unfairly discriminating against candidates. They rea-
son that this is possible because their product analyzes “personality” while remov-
ing gendered and racialized personal information: “Each video is analyzed for soft 
skills, personality traits, and keywords so you can tell which candidates match your 
company vibe, while reducing the risk of bias from entering the picture” (myInter-
view, n.d. “Homepage”). The implication of myInterview’s claim is that the system 
is unbiased because it only sees personality, skills, and keywords, which apparently 
cannot be gendered or racialized. Race and gender, therefore, allegedly have little to 
nothing to do with how personality and suitability are assessed.

Furthermore, hiring AI companies frequently assert that they have taken the 
necessary technical precautions to fully strip gender, race, and other characteristics 
out of candidate data. On its website, Retorio details its debiasing process to make 
sure people of different genders and “ethnical groups” [sic] are treated fairly in the 
recruitment process:

In order to avoid bias and generate representative results, our datasets rep-
resent behaviors and perceptions of people from diverse populations [...] 
For example, in our datasets, we compare mean scores of Big 5 estimations 
between caucasians and blacks, young and old people, men and women, etc. 
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If we would discover significant mean differences attributable to group mem-
bership, we would adjust the mean values and distributions to adjust for dis-
criminatory bias in our training and test sets [...] Our findings clearly indicate 
that Retorio evaluates applicants regardless of their skin color, gender, or age 
(Retorio, n.d., “The Science Behind”).

Similarly, the AI-powered talent intelligence platform Censia aims to reduce bias 
the hiring process through its “anonymous mode”, which “hides names, emails, pro-
file links, gender, and other race identifiers for an anonymized pool of candidates” 
(Guerrero, 2021). In an interview, CEO Jo Riley said that this mode “takes away 
any of those [bias] identifiers, not just stripping [down] the backend when we do a 
match but stripping down the front end” (What the HR!, 2020, 32.00–33.00). Cen-
sia’s marketing team recognises that “Our Anonymous Mode feature isn’t a silver 
bullet and it can’t eliminate bias” (Guerrero, 2021). However, the functioning of its 
anonymous mode - which allows recruiters to toggle between a fully fleshed out 
and identified candidate and an anonymised ’blank slate’ - suggests that race and 
gender (along with other social markers) can simply be switched on and off at will 
in the recruitment process. Both Retorio and Censia’s promotional materials suggest 
that a candidate’s gender and race can, in effect, be erased within the system. This, 
alongside Retorio’s obsolete and inaccurate language of “caucasians and blacks,” 
denotes a profound misunderstanding of what systems of race and gender are and 
how they inform the hiring process. In all languages, Caucasian is an obsolete term 
that entered common parlance through the practice of scientific racism; in its first 
usages, it referred to people living in the Caucasus region, and soon after became 
mythologized in imagined racialized craniometric differences (Popejoy, 2021). Its 
use here is both inaccurate and carries with it racist connotations (Popejoy, 2021). 
Likewise, in the English language, the term “blacks” is similarly decried as an inac-
curate and offensive descriptor of the Black community.

These AI hiring firms also suggest that if race and gender are simply “removed” 
from the equation, and therefore bias is made impossible, the best and most suit-
able candidates will succeed. In this sense, AI-powered hiring tools evoke a specific 
sociotechnical imaginary centered on the concept of meritocracy. By sociotechnical 
imaginary, we mean a “collectively imagined forms of social life and social order 
reflected in the design and fulfillment of nation-specific scientific and/or technologi-
cal projects” (Jasanoff & Kim, 2009, 120). AI-powered hiring tools promise a truly 
meritocratic system of recruitment, where candidates are selected only on the basis 
of their individual characteristics and their capacity to thrive within an organization. 
For example, Hirevue claims that while “unconscious bias compounds at every step 
of the traditional hiring process[,] HireVue’s AI-driven approach mitigates bias by 
eliminating unreliable and inconsistent variables” (HireVue, n.d. “Increase Diversity 
and Mitigate Bias”). Similarly, in HireVue’s case study of how Unilever uses their 
software, they quote a statement made by Melissa Gee Kee, Strategy Director to 
CHRO and Global HR4HR Director, in which she claims that “we were hiring based 
solely on experience and we wanted to start screening for potential too” (HireVue, 
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n.d. “Unilever + HireVue”). Looking at personality alone and screening for potential 
over other characteristics plays into both the colorblind logic of AI hiring technolo-
gies and the meritocratic emphasis on innate potential or talent as the precondition 
for success.

Yet even while these tools claim to neutralize markers of racial and gender char-
acteristics in both applicants and job adverts, they also continue to market them-
selves through reference to racialized and gendered characteristics. For example, 
Censia notes that using its anonymous mode disables its “Gender diversity” filter, 
suggesting that recruiters can toggle at will between an ’anonymized’ candidate who 
will be fairly assessed and a fully fleshed-out candidate who fulfils a company’s 
desired  diversity criteria. In this convenient logic, race and gender disappear and 
reappear on demand according to the needs of the recruiter. Similarly, the Retorio 
website features a GIF of an “applicant” in one of their interviews. She is called 
“Cynthia Tori,” and like the other applicants on the page is likely to have been 
chosen for her racially “ambiguous” appearance (in that her racial identity may be 
unclear to observers or signify different identities in different contexts). She also 
states that she likes “meeting people from different cultures” (Retorio, “Personality 
Assessment”). myInterview’s gesture towards multiculturalism and multiracialism 
epitomizes many hiring tools’ approach to gendered, racial, and cultural difference. 
The selection of an ambiguously racialized candidate draws on social and political 
discourses that romanticize mixed race and ambiguously racialized people as the 
bearers of a colorblind “post-racial” future (Mahtani, 2014). myInterview’s use of 
a multiracial avatar reflects both the futuristic and colorblind ideologies attached to 
mixed-race people, and the commodification of these ideas within a global capitalist 
marketplace (King-O’Riain and Small, 2014, viii). Retorio’s bypassing of race and 
national borders further evokes the sociotechnical imaginary of meritocracy through 
its post-racial worldview. From this perspective, multiraciality and cosmopolitan-
ism are panaceas for deep-seated structural inequalities and political problems (Yao, 
2021, 202). This logic is consistent with Retorio’s attempt to use the Big 5 to move 
“beyond” race, and in doing so, bring about the “pure meritocracy” that recruiters 
desire.

The implicit claim here is that gender and race are merely overlaid onto bod-
ies which, “underneath it all,” are just human. While the attempt to remove race 
and gender from the hiring process has at its goal the possibility of assessing all 
humans equally, it overlooks the fact that historically the archetypal candidate has 
been perceived to be white and/or male and European (Todorov, 2017, 48)—a leg-
acy which rears its head in contemporary recruitment for certain sectors, such as 
politics (Durose et al., 2011, 7) As feminist critics of the concept of “diversity” have 
noted, diversity discourses position women, queer people, and people of color as 
divergences from the white male norm (Ahmed, 2012). In doing so, they reposi-
tion white men as the standard bearer for what it means to be human. The desire to 
remove difference (and in doing so, address social inequality) corresponds to bell 
hooks’ account of how her students preferred to emphasize the common humanity of 
all people, promoting ideas of sameness over difference. hooks explained that,
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Often their [the students’] rage erupts because they believe that all ways of 
looking that highlight difference subvert the liberal belief in a universal sub-
jectivity that they think will make racism disappear. They have a deep emo-
tional investment in the myth of ‘sameness’, even as their actions reflect the 
primacy of whiteness as a sign informing who they are and how they think 
(hooks, 1992, 167).

Tools like myInterview, Retorio, and Censia demonstrate this investment in same-
ness that hooks critiques when creating an HR system that is devoid of the discom-
fort of race and gender. However, it is more likely that this approach makes it easier 
to overlook the hiring considerations that particular groups may need in order to be 
assessed fairly. Moreover, as we explore in the following section on diversity, we 
would also caution against reducing structural discrimination to the decisions made 
by individual recruiters, as this is effectively a mode of escape from the real work 
needed to make hiring inclusive.

5.3  Promoting Diversity Through AI Hiring Tools

From our analysis of marketing materials, it is clear that recruitment AI companies 
are responding to businesses’ increased emphasis on diversity, equality, and inclu-
sion goals as corporate priorities. Retorio notes that since “85% of talent acquisition 
leaders feel the pressure to increase diversity […] as the use of ai [sic] to increase 
diversity and inclusion are reportedly working in the recruiting scene, the use of 
ai powered tools is continuing to grow and help recruiters during their recruitment 
process, as company efforts seek to reduce hiring bias” (Briah, 2021a, 2021b, “How 
AI is Revolutionising the Hiring Process”). Similarly, in the Carlyle group’s case 
studies of Unilever and the Co-Operative Bank’s use of HireVue software, HireVue 
emphasizes how their tools helped the Co-Operative Bank “bring their values of 
inclusivity to life” in response to the demand for “greater diversity and fairer hiring” 
(HireVue, n.d., “The Co-Operative Bank”). AI hiring firms argue that their tools can 
increase the diversity of a firm’s incoming workforce in two ways. First, companies 
such as HireVue suggest that since AI-powered hiring tools can process far larger 
numbers of applications than human recruiters, it also allows companies to assess a 
more diverse range of candidates: “the more talent you can interview, the greater the 
opportunity to diversify your candidate pool and find high-quality candidates from 
all backgrounds” (HireVue, n.d. “Increase Diversity and Mitigate Bias”). Secondly, 
AI hiring firms like myInterview and Retorio insist that the removal of bias from 
the hiring process will naturally result in a more diverse workforce. myInterview 
argues that their tools help customers to “seek diversity,” arguing that “by concen-
trating only on what a candidate is saying (and not how they look when they say it), 
our Machine Learning ensures that automated shortlisting focuses on personality to 
encourage diversity in your candidate pool” (myInterview, n.d., “Diverse Talent and 
Inclusive Talent”). The underlying message, as we have stated above, is that these 
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tools can make meritocracy happen, and that this will necessarily result in a more 
diverse workforce.

However, the attempt to outsource “diversity work” to AI-powered hiring tools 
is also a manifestation of technosolutionism, an ideology that encourages individu-
als and organizations to solve social and political problems through technological 
innovation (Atanasoski & Vora, 2019). While we do not deny that AI-powered tools 
may help HR professionals recruit more diverse workforces, we also caution that 
such “diversity tools” may obscure the structural issues within organizations that 
lead to underrepresentation in workforces and exclusive work cultures. For example, 
in STEM industries, the terms “pipeline problem” or “leaky pipeline” are used to 
describe the underrepresentation of women and people of color at entry level jobs 
and their diminishing numbers at higher levels of employment, resulting in almost 
no representation at leadership level (West, Whittaker & Crawford, 2019). The pipe-
line problem identifies some key drivers behind the underrepresentation of women 
and people of color in STEM, such as the low numbers of women and girls studying 
STEM subjects at secondary school and at college or university (PWC, n.d. “Women 
in Tech,” 11). However, as West, Whittaker and Crawford note, the “pipeline prob-
lem” is often deployed by companies to focus the debate on the small pool of avail-
able “diverse” candidates, rather than the “workplace cultures, power asymmetries, 
harassment, exclusionary hiring practices, unfair compensation, and tokenization” 
that prevent marginalized people from entering or remaining in STEM sectors 
(West, Whittaker & Crawford 2019, 3). Moreover, focusing on the lack of women 
and people of color in this industry shifts the burden of responsibility onto “those 
who are discriminated against, rather than the perpetrators” (West, Whittaker & 
Crawford 2019, 25). Technosolutionist AI tools, therefore, claim to outsource these 
difficult HR decisions to technology by selecting workers more efficiently and more 
“fairly.” However, they fail to address either HR recruiters’ individualized prejudices 
or the structural forces of sexism and racism that continue to permeate the compa-
nies they work for and represent.

The outsourcing of diversity work to technologies, and the subsequent eschewal 
of responsibility for DEI in hiring, emerges strongly in the marketing materials pro-
duced by companies like Retorio. In a piece on how “AI tackles hiring bias,” a repre-
sentative for Retorio writes:

Whether it’s conscious or unconscious bias, discrimination based on race, gen-
der, disability and many other characteristics continues to distort recruiters hir-
ing decisions. Multiple studies have shown that recruiters [sic] decisions can 
be unconsciously influenced by their own personal characteristics during the 
hiring process, as well as societal biases [...] These biases are formed through-
out life and held at a subconscious level, as we absorb millions of bits of infor-
mation that our different brains all interpret in different ways. So, whether we 
like it or not, some of these deep level biases are almost impossible to mitigate 
(Briah, 2021a, 2021b, “How AI Tackles Hiring Bias”).

Retorio’s emphasis on how bias inevitably “creeps in” to the hiring process 
evokes what Rinaldo Walcott calls the “obscuring language” of unconscious bias 
(Walcott, 2019, 397). Walcott suggests that the language of unconscious bias 
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“refuses to acknowledge how institutions reproduce particular practices and ways 
of being; and furthermore, it seeks to not blame any particular person or persons 
for the perpetuation of those practices of advantage making” (Walcott, 2019, 398). 
Retorio’s passive language of “distortion,” “creep,” and “influenced” evokes this 
refusal to assume responsibility for the actions and cultures that result in underrepre-
sentation. We are not suggesting that unconscious bias does not exist, but rather that 
corporations and institutions frequently turn to the language of unconscious bias as a 
proxy for engaging with the deeply rooted systemic injustices that characterize their 
workplaces. This outsourcing of diversity work to machines reflects a much longer 
history of automating undesirable labor; consequently, in the next section, we con-
sider how the history of facial recognition shapes AI recruitment tools’ production 
of difference (Atanasoski & Vora, 2019).

5.4  Identifying Candidates’ Internal Characteristics

In order to understand how candidates are ascribed value in the hiring process, we 
must consider how these AI tools play into existing and historical forms of discrim-
ination through their processes of classification. Proponents of AI-powered hiring 
tools promise that AI-powered facial and body language analysis offers greater and 
more incisive insight into a candidate’s “authentic” thoughts and feelings. Reto-
rio argues that its software “can analyse candidates speech, gestures and micro-
expressions, collect data based on candidates online presence, and assess these large 
amounts of data to generate personality insights” (Briah, 2021a, 2021b, “Importance 
of Hiring the Right Personality”). myInterview uses algorithms to similar effect, in 
order to “interpret body language and automated transcriptions” and “help give Big 
5 personality characteristics such as ‘outgoing’ or ‘altruistic’” (myInterview, n.d., 
“The Definitive Guide,” 5). Moreover, the human resources website HR Zone fea-
tured an article in 2021 by Chandan Agarwal, COO of global communication soft-
ware EnableX.io, in which he suggested that Emotion AI can help recruiters “win 
the talent war” by detecting a candidate’s internal state and emotions more accu-
rately than a human recruiter:

Clearly, gone are the days when a candidate could fake emotions to impress 
the interviewer since Emotion AI helps the interviewer to detect emotions 
such as nervousness, distraction, anger, happiness, excitement and more, based 
on micro-expressions that are not detectable by the naked eye but are highly 
indicative of the persons [sic] emotional state of mind (enablex, 2021).

This feature in one of the most prominent recruitment publications demonstrates 
that senior practitioners are buying into the claims made by AI hiring tools regard-
ing how they can recognize and analyze human emotional states at scale and in all 
contexts. Retorio, for example, insists that its tools are “globally applicable” since 
they have been trained with a “demographically diverse dataset” of over 100,000 
people “from all around the world,” making them especially valuable tools for large, 
multinational companies and organizations (Retorio, n.d., “The Science Behind 
Retorio’s Personality Analytics AI”).
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However, the characteristics and personality traits that are deemed desirable to 
employers are neither performed nor interpreted universally and objectively: they 
are contextual and mediated by racialized and gendered ways of reading the body. 
The implication of Retorio’s “globally applicable” tools is that algorithms determine 
innate skills and attributes, and that these traits are expressed in the same way by 
all bodies, thereby producing a level playing field from which to make assessments. 
This naturalizes attributes as biological universals, obscuring how they might be 
learned as well as how they are always culturally contingent. As scholars such as 
Rinaldo Walcott and Stephanie Smallwoood have argued, the classification and cat-
egorization of people is always linked to capital and plays a crucial part in facilitat-
ing their exchange on the job market (Walcott, 2019, 402; Smallwood, 2004, 292).

Rather than removing gender and race from their systems altogether, AI-powered 
tools are part of a much longer lineage of sorting, taxonomizing, and classifying 
voices and bodies along gendered and racialized lines. Retorio, for example, uses 
a software called FaceReader Online in conjunction with The Big 5 or Five-Factor 
model to show “how individual characteristics of thoughts, emotions, and behavior 
can be mapped in a taxonomy” (Retorio, n.d., “Why Retorio”). When proponents of 
recruitment AI insist that external appearance is a reliable indicator of internal traits, 
they give new credence to pseudoscientific ideas that have historically shaped the 
field of human resources (O’Neil, 2017; Ajunwa, 2021). Techniques and methods 
rooted in scientific racism were used for the purpose of hiring in the early twen-
tieth century, when Katherine Blackford outlined a character analysis for human 
resources based on an analysis of candidates’ faces. It has been argued that while 
this was essentially a combination of phrenology and eugenics that stemmed from 
much longer histories of racist pseudoscience, it continues to influence what we con-
sider to be an employable subject today (Todorov, 2017; West, Whittaker & Craw-
ford, 2019).

As this history shows us, being in the position of the “observer”—rather than the 
“observed”—is in and of itself a function of power (Sontag, 2003; Browne, 2015). 
Put differently, the face does not express inner character, but emerges as “charac-
tered” in the process of observation. This means that recruitment AI is not a neu-
tral tool that reads pre-existing qualities in candidates’ bodies, but rather is directly 
implicated in creating and sustaining the very traits it is imagined to identify. AI 
hiring companies assume that visual observations can be made without the observer 
impacting the values that are attributed, and that the subject of identification is 
distinguishable from the process of identification. This is a premise that feminist 
physicist Karen Barad among others has disproved in her analysis of how the obser-
vational apparatus used in quantum erasure experiments impacts the “observed” 
reality, as introduced above (Barad, 2007). This finding is of crucial importance 
when considering how AI hiring tools observe bodies. The body does not pre-
cede social norms—they do not merely “overlay” the body—but emerges with and 
through normative expectations and value systems. Consequently, observations are 
imbued with the power hierarchies of the era and the perception of particular skills 
and attributes in certain faces.

By contextualizing hiring AI in this way, our aim is not to claim that hiring tech-
nologies are by nature racist but to warn against the belief that they are neutral, that 
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their use of the Big 5 to differentiate candidates is objective, and that they can effec-
tively map personality traits onto faces. Indeed, as mentioned above, a trial of Reto-
rio’s video AI service in February 2021 by journalists at Bavarian Broadcasting in 
Munich demonstrated how wearing glasses and a headscarf in the video interview 
decreased the candidate’s (the actor’s) score for conscientiousness and neuroticism 
respectively (Fergus, 2021). They also found that “the addition of art or a book-
shelf in the background made an Asian test subject seem much more conscientious 
and significantly less neurotic compared to the same faux applicant in front of a 
plain background” (Fergus, 2021). While the tests did not prove that the system was 
biased against racialized candidates, it conclusively showed that ascribing value 
to a candidate’s self-presentation corresponded tangentially at best with the Big 5. 
This trial provokes the question of what kinds of red herrings and false associations 
these AI-powered tools create in their claim to accurately taxonomize and classify 
applicants.

5.5  Producing the Ideal Candidate

In their classification of candidates, AI-powered HR tools analyze the minutiae of 
a candidate’s speech and bodily movements in order to measure how closely they 
respond to the employer’s “ideal employee.” In the case of facial recognition soft-
ware, the minutiae of head movement, expression, and intonation is tracked and 
interrogated to gauge whether or not a candidate is the “right fit.” Meanwhile, speech 
recognition software analyzes vocabulary and word choice to discern whether or not 
a candidate is truly “passionate” about the job and whether their enthusiasm is genu-
ine. In their attempt to “unsee” race and gender, AI-powered tools may actually be 
less equipped to understand the candidate’s abilities because they have been trained 
to “see” and observe from the perspective of the employer, who has previously com-
municated to the AI tool’s account manager a set of predetermined characteristics 
and traits that denote “good employees.” As universities start to provide students 
with opportunities to train themselves to perform better in AI-powered interviews 
(Burke, 2019; Metz, 2020), the ironies of these systems become clear: they claim 
to erase both the bias of interviewers and the affectations of interviewees, leav-
ing behind only the raw, authentic capacities and traits of the hireable individual. 
Yet, these technologies themselves are producing the very behaviors they claim to 
observe as candidates attempt to “win over the algorithms” (Metz, 2020).

Moreover, by searching for the employer’s predetermined traits, AI hiring tools 
play an active role in producing the ideal employee that they claim to “identify.” 
This occurs during the algorithmic determination of personality categories in hiring 
contexts, a process which cites and reproduces social norms about who constitutes 
an “ideal candidate.” Gender studies, queer theory, and Black feminisms emphasize 
the replicability of norms through language. In the field of AI, feminist interven-
tions have demonstrated the importance of attending to language in order to create 
AI for the social good (Bones et al., 2021). The shifting arrangements of gendered 
and racialized words and images within AI hiring tools’ classification systems con-
stitute what Sylvia Wynter calls a “grammar of regularities” and Hortense Spillers 
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views as a “cultural” grammar (Wynter, 1984, 38; Spillers, 1987). They behave like 
declensions, which in grammatical terms change according to the arrangement of 
words around them and the meaning they attempt to convey. Understanding these 
systems’ interpretation of keywords as operating via grammars of description points 
towards the cultural contingency of systems which operate according to normative 
exchanges of value-laden signs and symbols. This, we argue, is what is taking place 
with the rollout of AI hiring tools, which can replicate at scale the norms of expres-
sion, keywords, affect, background, and gesture that affect whether or not a person 
will be hired.

One prominent example of AI hiring’s reproduction of the normative “ideal can-
didate” is its consideration of whether a candidate will be a good “culture fit.” Reto-
rio, for example, claims that its tools “can determine person-culture fit and estimate 
whether a person is more or less likely to thrive within an organizational culture” 
(Retorio, n.d., “The Science Behind”). However, the concept of “culture fit” has 
long been used as a euphemism to justify the gendered and racialized exclusivity 
of organizations. Cultural scholar Stuart Hall explores how people learn to express 
themselves through the transmission of codes and systems of representation that give 
them the necessary cultural “know-how” to function as culturally competent sub-
jects. He says that children “unconsciously internalize the codes which allow them 
to express certain concepts and ideas through their systems of representation—writ-
ing, speech, gesture, visualization, and so on—and to interpret ideas which are com-
municated to them using the same systems” (Hall, 1997, 22). If, as Hall suggests, 
language and behavior are always culturally codified, then more focus should be 
given to how recruitment AI operates in relation to social behavioral norms, as well 
as how interpretations of candidates are made actionable according to the candidate 
requirements of any particular organization. In this context, Hall’s work suggests 
that the personality of the candidate always emerges in relation to the algorithm’s 
determination of culture fit (also in relation to a particular company, industry, or job 
role).

This process is automated by AI when it interprets motions and keywords through 
culturally contingent behavioral and linguistic norms. In doing so, the system seeks 
as a “culture fit” a predefined and quantified ideal successful employee (Epstein, 
2021). For example, myInterview claims that one of its products, PhraseID, “sum-
marizes the most common keywords across all candidates and allows you to filter 
based on those. Recruiters can easily see what their candidates have in common. 
Whether it’s social media trends or common work experiences, recruiters will have a 
clearer idea of who their future employees are and find the right cultural fit” (myIn-
terview, “myInterview IntelligenceTM,” n.d., 5). As Wendy Chun argues, machine 
learning models are understood as predictive; however, since they are trained on past 
data, they are re-iterating decisions made in the past, not the future (Chun, 2021). 
As Chun notes, “it’s not simply that if the training data is sexist it will make sexist 
predictions, but they’ll only be validated as correct if they make sexist predictions. 
And that perpetuation of these predictions as true profoundly shapes what is consid-
ered to be true in the future” (Chun, 2021). In these systems, Chun suggests “truth 
equals repetition”; consequently, the candidate that is considered the “best fit” will 
be the one who corresponds most closely to the existing workforce (Chun, 2021). 
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Put differently, when PhraseID makes hiring recommendations based on common 
keywords, personality traits, and culture fit, it is also creating universal normatives. 
Motions and keywords are therefore graded against a company’s normative expecta-
tion of candidate fit and competency.

6  Conclusions

In this paper, we contest two key claims offered by recruitment AI companies in 
relation to the development and deployment of AI-powered HR tools:

1) Recruitment AI can objectively assess candidates by removing gender and race 
from their systems.

2) This removal of gender and race will make recruitment fairer, help customers 
attain their DEI goals, and lay the foundations for a truly meritocratic culture to 
thrive within an organization.

We argued that these claims are misleading for four reasons:
First, attempts to “strip” gender and race from AI systems often misunderstand 

what gender and race are, casting them as isolatable attributes rather than broader 
systems of power.

Second, the attempted outsourcing of “diversity work” to AI-powered hiring 
tools may entrench cultures of inequality and discrimination by failing to address 
systemic problems within organizations.

Third, AI hiring tools’ supposedly neutral assessment of candidates’ traits belies 
the power relationship between the observer and the observed. Specifically, the 
racialized history of character analysis and its associated processes of classification 
extend histories of taxonomical sorting and reflect the current demands and desires 
of the job market, even when not explicitly conducted along the lines of gender and 
race.

Fourth, recruitment AI tools help produce the “ideal candidate” that they sup-
posedly identify by constructing associations between words and people’s bodies.

These four arguments show that it is essential for hiring AI firms and their clients 
to engage with how recruitment AI, like the wider process of recruitment, produces 
and perpetuates gendered and racialized differences between groups and individu-
als. While this certainly involves addressing instances of gendered or racialized bias 
found in specific recruitment AI tools, it also necessitates serious engagement with 
how gender and race are encoded into systems, and why they cannot be so easily 
removed, as some debiasing measures would suggest. AI-powered hiring firms’ 
emphasis on how their tools debias the hiring process deflects from the material 
inequities and (de)privations that shape applicants’ experiences and profiles. These 
inequities cannot be so easily prised apart from the way that AI tools perceive can-
didates’ behavior, expression of personality, use of keywords, and general self-(re)
presentation. Anti-bias measures therefore should not replace attempts to support 
minoritized candidates in the hiring process, nor should they represent an end to 
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racial and gender discrimination. Outsourcing recruitment to “neutral” technolo-
gies may be an aspiration for recruiters and AI hiring companies alike, but they are 
not consistent with strategies which have been proven to be impactful at remedying 
injustices in hiring: these include, for example, making sure that candidates from 
different backgrounds are well represented in assessment centers by examiners on 
the basis of race and gender, as well as other interrelated axes of social differen-
tiation such as age and ability (Solicitors Regulation Authority, 2020, 16). Here, 
feeling understood and fitting in on the basis of personal characteristics rather than 
because of their removal gave candidates the opportunity to perform at their best 
and get the job.

From the four conclusions outlined above, we offer three key recommendations 
that speak to the complex network of actors that support the growth and delivery 
of HR AI products, including the HR AI companies themselves, their customers, 
policymakers, regulators, and AI ethicists. We hope that the breadth of our approach 
encourages these actors to pursue what these recommendations mean for them prac-
tically and apply them to their specific contexts.

7  Recommendations

First, industry practitioners developing hiring AI technologies must shift from trying 
to correct individualized instances of “bias” to considering the broader inequalities 
that shape recruitment processes. Pratyusha Kalluri argues that AI experts should 
not focus on whether or not their technologies are technically fair but whether they 
are “shifting power” towards the marginalized (Kalluri, 2020). This requires aban-
doning the “veneer of objectivity” that is grafted onto AI systems (Benjamin, 2019a, 
2019b) so that technologists can better understand their implication—and that of the 
corporations within which they work—in the hiring process. For example, practi-
tioners should engage with how the categories being used to sort, process, and cat-
egorize candidates may have historically harmed the individuals captured within 
them. They can then begin to problematize the assumptions about “gender” and 
“race” they are building into AI hiring tools even as they intend to strip racial and 
gender attributes out of recruitment.

Second, we suggest that HR practitioners who are purchasing and using these 
tools must engage meaningfully with the ways that AI is shifting power in their own 
field. Time-pressed and overworked HR professionals are understandably excited by 
the potential of AI to revolutionize HR practices. However, while recognizing the 
extra demands this places on HR professionals, we believe it is essential that HR 
professionals possess at the very least a basic understanding of the limitations of 
AI-powered hiring tools. Again, this requires lifting the veil of objectivity from hir-
ing AI and critically scrutinizing AI companies’ claims that their technologies will 
magically solve HR departments’ long-term struggles around both volume recruit-
ment and their DEI agendas. It also requires HR professionals to compel third-party 
vendors to disclose exactly where AI is being used in their systems and how it is 
being used to evaluate candidates. Only through this heightened awareness of the 
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AI capabilities of new HR tools can the field of HR seriously grapple with both the 
benefits and the risks posed by new and emerging AI technologies.

Third, while it is encouraging to see greater scrutiny and legislation in relation 
to AI-powered HR tools, there is still largely an insufficient contribution from AI 
ethicists, regulators, and policymakers. Serious concerns also remain in regard to 
the efficacy of these regulatory approaches. For example, the Artificial Intelligence 
Video Interview Act (2020) only covers AI used in video hiring tools, meaning that 
AI used in other parts of the hiring process (such as CV sifting or speech recog-
nition) remains unaddressed. Additionally, as suggested by technology policy non-
profit Upturn in their report on hiring technologies, candidates should be informed 
when they are being processed and evaluated by AI software, and understand the 
technology well enough to be able to reject its use and propose an alternative form 
of recruitment if required (Bogen & Rieke, 2018, 12). Since AI-powered HR tools 
can and will reproduce forms of difference and discrimination, it is crucial that the 
AI ethics community scrutinize the claims and the products made by AI hiring com-
panies, and how these technologies are deployed in industry contexts. Specifically, it 
must combat companies’ claim that these technologies remove any evidence of “dif-
ference,” and instead interrogate how these supposedly “neutral” technologies are 
themselves actively involved in the production and inscription of difference through-
out the hiring process.
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